GLOBAL SYMPOSIUM
COMPREHENSIVE SEXUALITY EDUCATION
LEARNING AND SHARING ON HEALTH, WELL BEING, VALUES AND EQUITY

01/06 SOCIAL, CULTURAL, AND POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT FOR CSE
Time in CEST
08:00 - 08:20 OPENING SESSION

08:20 - 09:15 PLENARY SESSION
Enabling environment for CSE: what does it take?

09:25 - 10:40 PARALLEL DISCUSSION A
Positive approaches to sexuality: navigating culture & religion while assuring rights & gender equality

09:25 - 10:40 PARALLEL DISCUSSION B
Building political & funding support for CSE: focus on Asia-Pacific & ESA

10:40 - 11:30 SCHEDULED NETWORKING
Conversation on Art for CSE

10:40 - 11:30 SCHEDULED NETWORKING
Conversation on CSE and GBV

14:00 - 14:45 Side Event - A & B

15:00 - 15:20 AFTERNOON OPENING SESSION

15:20 - 16:15 PLENARY SESSION 2
Enabling environment for CSE: what does it take?

16:25 - 17:40 PARALLEL DISCUSSION C
Positive approaches to sexuality: navigating culture while assuring rights & gender equality

16:25 - 17:40 PARALLEL DISCUSSION D
Building political & funding support for CSE: focus on Asia-Pacific & ESA

17:40 - 18:30 SCHEDULED NETWORKING
Conversation on Art for CSE

17:40 - 18:30 SCHEDULED NETWORKING
Conversation on CSE and GBV
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02/06 YOUTH ENGAGEMENT AND REACHING DIFFERENT POPULATIONS
Time in CEST

08:00 - 08:55
PARALLEL DISCUSSION E
CSE with young people as partners

PARALLEL DISCUSSION F
Inclusive CSE: spotlight on under-served young people

09:05 - 09:35
Performance - A & B

09:45 - 10:40
PARALLEL DISCUSSION G
CSE in diverse settings: humanitarian, pandemic or out-of-school

PARALLEL DISCUSSION H
CSE during the life cycle: reaching younger learners

14:00 - 14:45
Side Event - C & D

15:00 - 15:55
PARALLEL DISCUSSION I
CSE with young people as partners

PARALLEL DISCUSSION J
Inclusive CSE: spotlight on under-served young people

16:05 - 16:35
Performance - C & D

16:45 - 17:40
PARALLEL DISCUSSION K
CSE in diverse settings: humanitarian, pandemic or out-of-school

PARALLEL DISCUSSION L
CSE during the life cycle: reaching younger learners

Organised by UNESCO and UNFPA, on behalf of the Global Partnership Forum on CSE. With the support of the Governments of Norway and Sweden.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session/Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:00 - 08:55</td>
<td><strong>PLENARY SESSION</strong> Key aspects of CSE in practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 09:05 - 10:20 | **PARALLEL DISCUSSION M** CSE delivery: how to be effective  
**PARALLEL DISCUSSION N** Measuring CSE |
| 10:40 - 11:30 | **CREATIVE SESSION** Making connections with CSE: digital, social-emotional, life skills  
**CREATIVE SESSION** Art / Dance / Classroom Session |
| 11:30 - 11:40 | **CLOSING VIDEO**                          |
| 14:00 - 14:45 | **Side Event - E & F**                     |
| 15:00 - 15:55 | **PLENARY SESSION 4** Key aspects of CSE in practice |
| 16:05 - 17:20 | **PARALLEL DISCUSSION P** CSE delivery: how to be effective  
**PARALLEL DISCUSSION Q** Measuring CSE |
| 17:20 - 18:10 | **CREATIVE SESSION** Making connections with CSE: digital, social-emotional, life skills  
**CREATIVE SESSION** Art / Dance / Classroom Session |
| 18:10 - 18:20 | **CLOSING VIDEO**                          |
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